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Module 7: Mobility/Contingency Operations
Lesson 1: Mobility Overview

Q0005: The Installation Deployment Officer oversees the deployment of tenant forces and does not assist with the deployment of transitioning forces.

Q0018: What information does the AF Form 2511A -- Deployment Schedule of Events -- Personnel provide?

Q0016: What information does the AF Form 2512 -- Deployment Schedule of Events -- Loading provide?

Q0020: Which answer best describes the Contingency Response Element (CRE) support function?

Q0021: The Cargo Deployment Function performs which of the following duties?

Q0004: Which of the following is responsible for directing and controlling the deployments of both tenant and transiting forces?

Q0035: What is the Alert Holding Area's main purpose?

Q0023: When is a Contingency Response Team (CRT) used?

Q0033: Who controls operations in the Ready Line/Loading Ramp Areas?

Q0010: Which of the following is responsible for joint inspection?

Q0027: Which of the following is a duty that would likely be performed by a Contingency Support Element (CSE)?

Q0003: Why is the Deployment Control Center (DCC) usually co-located with the Command Post?

Q0031: Who is responsible for conducting operations in the Marshalling Area?

Q0001: Which of the following is responsible for generating deployment schedules and providing command and control functions?

Q0019: What are the three components of a Contingency Response Group-Element (CRG-E)?

Q0014: What mobility work center is responsible for issuing ID tags and checking passports/VISAs?

Q0029: Arrival/Departure Airfield Control Groups are AMC mobility forces required to accompany the transported force.

Q2  A/B/C/D [FALSE]

Q2  A/B/C/D [TRUE]
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Question 2: The Contingency Support Element performs the same function as a Contingency Response Element (CRE).
   A B C D False

Question 3: The Personnel Deployment Function (PDF) requires locked cages because it stores hazardous materials in the absence of a special handling function.
       A B C D False
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QIDq025: Which of the following is responsible for directing and controlling the deployments of both tenant and transiting forces?

- A

QIDq003: Why is the Deployment Control Center (DCC) usually co-located with the Command Post?

- A

QIDq002: Who is responsible for conducting operations in the Marshalling Area?

- A

QIDq008: The Installation Deployment Plan (IDP) defines which of the following elements?

- A

QIDq010: Which of the following is responsible for joint inspection?

- A

QIDq014: What information does the AF Form 2512 -- Deployment Schedule of Events - Loading provide?

- A

QIDq032: Who is responsible for conducting operations in the Alert Holding Area?

- A

QIDq044: Which of the following is a duty that would likely be performed by a Contingency Support Element (CSE)?

- A

QIDq004: The Contingency Support Element performs the same function as a Contingency Response Element (CRE).

- A

QIDq005: The Personnel Deployment Function (PDF) requires locked cages because it stores hazardous materials in the absence of a special handling function.

- A

QIDq007: What is the Alert Holding Area's main purpose?

- A

QIDq015: Arrival/Departure Airfield Control Groups are AMC mobility forces required to accompany the transported force.

- A

QIDq006: What mobility work center is responsible for issuing ID tags and checking passports/VISAs?

- A

QIDq005: The Installation Deployment Officer oversees the deployment of tenant forces and does not assist with the deployment of transiting forces.

- A

QIDq034: In what area are the mission loads or "chalks" prepared?

- A

QIDq012: What equipment does the Cargo Deployment Function need to perform its duties?

- A
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Q1D007: What information does the AF Form 2511A -- Deployment Schedule of Events - Personnel provide?

Q1D028: What document dictates general mobility operations on a base?

Q1D028: Which describes Arrival/Departure Airfield Control Groups (A/DACG) responsibilities?
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When is a Contingency Response Team (CRT) used?

What mobility work center is responsible for issuing ID tags and checking passports/VISAs?

What information does the AF Form 2511 -- Deployment Schedule of Events - Cargo provide?

What term describes a unit that performs specific functions required to support a Contingency Response Element (CRE)?

The Contingency Support Element performs the same function as a Contingency Response Element (CRE).

Who controls operations in the Ready Line>Loading Ramp Areas?

Which of the following is a duty that would likely be performed by a Contingency Support Element (CSE)?

What is the Alert Holding Area’s main purpose?

What information does the AF Form 2512 -- Deployment Schedule of Events - Loading provide?

Why is the Deployment Control Center (DCC) usually co-located with the Command Post?

Which of the following describes Installation Deployment Officer (IDO) duties?

Arrival/Departure Airfield Control Groups are AMC mobility forces required to accompany the transported force.

Which of the following is responsible for generating deployment schedules and providing command and control functions?

In what area are the mission loads or "chalks" prepared?

The Personnel Deployment Function (PDF) requires locked cages because it stores hazardous materials in the absence of a special handling function.

What document dictates general mobility operations on a base?

Which describes Arrival/Departure Airfield Control Groups (A/DACG) responsibilities?
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The Personnel Deployment Function (PDF) requires locked cages because it stores hazardous materials in the absence of a special handling function.

1. What information does the AF Form 2511A -- Deployment Schedule of Events - Personnel provide?

2. Which of the following is responsible for joint inspection?

3. The Contingency Support Element performs the same function as a Contingency Response Element (CRE).

4. What document dictates general mobility operations on a base?

5. Which of the following is responsible for generating deployment schedules and providing command and control functions?

6. Which describes Arrival/Departure Airfield Control Groups (A/DACG) responsibilities?

7. When is a Contingency Response Team (CRT) used?

8. The Cargo Deployment Function performs which of the following duties?

9. Arrival/Departure Airfield Control Groups are AMC mobility forces required to accompany the transported force.

10. Which of the following is responsible for directing and controlling the deployments of both tenant and transiting forces?

11. In what area are the mission loads or "chalks" prepared?

12. Who is responsible for conducting operations in the Marshalling Area?

13. What are the three components of a Contingency Response Group-Element (CRG-E)?

14. Which of the following describes Installation Deployment Officer (IDO) duties?

15. What term describes a unit that performs specific functions required to support a Contingency Response Element (CRE)?